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Abstract

Nowadays, the number of users relying on broadband wireless connectivity while riding public

transportation vehicles is increasing significantly. One of the promising solutions is to deploy moving

base stations on public transportation vehicles to form moving networks (MNs) to serve these vehicular

users inside the vehicles. In this paper, we study the benefits and challenges in deploying MNs in ultra-

dense urban scenarios. We identify that the key challenge limiting the performance of MNs in ultra-

dense urban scenarios is the inter-cell interference, which is exacerbated by the urban canyon effects.

In order to address this challenge, we evaluate different inter-cell interference coordination and multi-

antenna interference suppression techniques for MNs. We show that by using MNs together with effective

interference management approaches, the quality of service at the vehicular users can be significantly

improved with negligible impacts on the performance of regular outdoor users.

Index Terms

5G, HetSNet, Interference Management, Moving Networks, Ultra-Dense Urban Networks, Vehicular

Users

I. INTRODUCTION

The demand for ubiquitous availability of broadband mobile data is exploding. The industry has

predicted a 1000-fold increase in mobile data traffic within the next decade [1]–[3]. In order to meet the

capacity demand of mobile communication systems, both academia and industry are working closely.

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has recently standardized the Long Term Evolution Ad-

vanced (LTE-A) networks, and has been working on developing its evolutions by adding more features

to support higher system throughput. Several large scale projects such as EU FP7 METIS1 and 5GNOW2

1METIS stands for Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for the Twenty-twenty Information Society.
25GNOW stands for 5th Generation Non-Orthogonal Waveforms for Asynchronous Signaling.
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[2], [4], have also recently started to investigate 5G mobile communication systems, ranging from new

radio access interfaces to new system architectures.

With the increasing capabilities of mobile devices and cloud computing, user experiences are not only

based on the capacity a mobile communication system can offer, but are also determined by the latency

of the communication, reliabilities of the services, and pervasive availability of the networks. The METIS

project describes five features of the next generation mobile communication systems as “1) amazingly

fast, 2) great service in a crowd, 3) ubiquitous things communicating, 4) best experience follows you, and

5) super real-time and reliable connections” [4]. The number of users relying on wireless data connections

while riding public transportation vehicles, e.g., buses, trams, and trains, are increasing significantly, due

to high penetration of smart phones, tablets, and increasingly portable notebooks. Users are expecting

similar experiences not only when they are sitting still but also when they are traveling or commuting.

Therefore, in this study, we target at a particular user group, i.e., vehicular users located in well isolated

public transportation vehicles.

How to serve these vehicular users efficiently has been a problem that recently attracts significant

attention [5]–[8]. In a coverage limited scenario, e.g., high speed trains or inter-city coaches in suburban

areas, the vehicular penetration loss (VPL)3 is identified as one of the biggest factors that limits the

performance of vehicular users [5]. According to the measurements in [9], VPL can be as high as 25

dB in a minivan at the frequency of 2.4 GHz, and higher VPLs are foreseeable in well isolated vehicles

and at higher frequency bands, e.g., the 3.6 GHz band allocated to future mobile communication systems

[10]. One of the most promising solutions to better serve the vehicular users is to use moving relay

nodes (MRNs) mounted on top of public transportation vehicles [6], [7], [11]. An important advantage of

using MRNs is that by a proper placement of the antennas on a vehicle, the VPL can be circumvented,

and thereby, the quality-of-service (QoS) at the vehicular users can be significantly improved. Moreover,

compared to regular UEs, an MRN has less constraints in terms of transmit power and transceiver

complexity, and therefore, more antennas and advanced signal processing algorithms can be used at

MRNs to further boost the performance.

To our best knowledge, all existing works related to MRNs either deal with system architecture

issues or study the performance of MRNs in simplified scenarios (see Section II). There is no thorough

investigation on the influence of using MRNs in typical outdoor urban scenarios. In typical outdoor urban

MN deployments, due to densely deployed small cells and street canyon effects, complicated inter-cell

3VPL is the outdoor-to-indoor signal attenuation caused while the signal penetrates through the vehicle.
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interference becomes one of the key factors that limits the performance of mobile communication systems.

In order to better understand the practical challenges of using MRNs in ultra-dense urban scenarios, in

this work, we extend our earlier studies on MRNs in [7], [11], [12] in several aspects. We focus on

the deployment of MRNs on public transportation vehicles in an ultra-dense urban area with a practical

densely deployed heterogeneous and small cell networks (HetSNets) framework defined by the test case

“dense urban information society” in the EU 5G project METIS [4]4. We assume each of the public

transportation vehicles constitutes a moving network (MN) and serves the vehicular user equipment

(VUE) devices inside the vehicles. More specifically, an MN communicates with a macro base station

(BS) via its backhaul link, and forms a small cell inside a public transportation vehicle. Instead of being

served directly by the macro BS, the VUEs located inside a public transportation vehicle are offloaded to

the vehicle’s MN. In such a setup, the complicated interference situation becomes a significant problem,

where MNs are subject to inter-cell interference both from macro and micro cells. As an example, when

MNs are passing through the small cells, the access links of MNs experience dynamic fluctuations of

interference power. Moreover, MNs may also potentially bring unexpected interference challenges into

the system.

Contributions: In this work, we first identify the challenges in deploying MNs in ultra-dense urban

HetSNets scenarios in terms of interference situations. Then, in order to exploit the benefits of MNs,

based on the availabilities of channel state information (CSI) and multi-antenna deployments, we apply

and compare various inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) and interference cancellation schemes

to alleviate the impacts of inter-cell interference on MNs. Furthermore, the fairness between VUEs and

regular outdoor UEs is also evaluated. We show that compared to serving the VUEs directly from macro

BSs, by using MNs, the QoS at VUEs can be significantly improved without sacrificing the performance

of regular outdoor UEs. Therefore, MNs can bring noticeable benefits to future mobile communication

systems.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the previous studies related to MNs and

various ICIC solutions used in HetSNets. Section III presents the detailed system model that we used

to evaluate the performance of MNs. In Section IV and V, we discuss both the time domain and multi-

antenna solutions considered in this study to cope with inter-cell interference challenges for backhaul

links of MNs and macro UEs. The ICIC scheme used for micro cells is discussed in Section VI, the

4In order to have a concrete and practical description of the challenges in various scenarios faced by future mobile

communication system, twelve different test cases have been selected by METIS.
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detailed evaluation results using the METIS 5G simulation framework are presented in Section VII. In

Section VIII we discuss the complexity of the schemes considered in this paper, the constraints in the

current LTE-A systems that limit further performance improvement of MNs and some important future

research directions of using MNs, and Section IX concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

As the demand of mobile data capacity is growing, especially in urban areas, network densification is

inevitable. HetSNets are identified as one of the key solutions to address the capacity demand of next

generation mobile communication systems, as they maximize the reuse of existing spectrum by deploying

more nodes in a given area [1], [3], [13]. In HetSNets, various low-power nodes, i.e., remote radio heads

(RRHs), micro and femto BSs, and fixed relay nodes (FRNs), are deployed underlying traditional high-

power macro BSs. In this way, the low-power nodes can meet the capacity needs in certain hotspot areas

while high power macro BSs are used to provide basic coverage. In the study of 5G mobile communication

system, a HetSNets deployment has been considered from the very beginning [3], [4]. For example, in

the test case “dense urban information society” of the METIS project, a dedicated HetSNets deployment

called the Madrid grid model is developed based on the characteristics of typical European cities [14].

In [15], it is shown that in an ideal HetSNets setup, even though interference becomes severe as

transmitters get closer, network densification can still bring significant gains to a wireless communication

system. In practical deployment of HetSNets, to improve the small cell coverage and achieve more

offloading gain, cell range expansion (CRE) is introduced in 3GPP LTE Rel-10 [16], [17, Chp. 24 and

31]. In CRE, a positive bias is added to the reference signal received power (RSRP) of small cells, and

thereby more UEs can be offloaded to small cells. By using CRE, the coverage of small cells can be

expanded to offload more macro users to small cells, and overall uplink performance of the network

can be improved [1], [17], [18]. However, due to severe inter-cell interference, CRE causes downlink

performance degradation, especially for cell-edge UEs of the small cells.

Therefore, in order to realize the CRE gain and protect victim UEs, the use of ICIC schemes is critical

in the deployment of HetSNets [1], [13], [19]. Both time and frequency domain solutions have been

extensively studied to cope with the inter-cell interference [20], [21]. The use of almost blank subframes

(ABSs) is standardized in 3GPP LTE Rel-10 as a part of the enhanced inter-cell interference coordination

(eICIC) framework to protect UEs that are subject to excessive co-channel interference [16, Chp. 31.2.2]

[18], [22]–[24]. Moreover, the use of multi-antennas to suppress interference is also studied for practical

deployments [20, Chp. 5]. For example, network-assisted interference cancellation has been studied for
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3GPP LTE Rel-12 [25]. In later sections, we discuss the ICIC schemes used in this study in further

details.

Providing ubiquitous service experience for users on well-isolated high speed vehicles is very chal-

lenging due to the speed of the vehicles and the severe attenuation of the received signal caused by the

VPL. Several solutions based on using existing system elements, such as deploying dedicated macro BSs,

or using layer-1 repeaters and WiFi access points, have been discussed in 3GPP [5]. Those solutions,

however, are temporary, and mainly aim at offering a basic coverage for VUEs rather than capacity

improvement.

In order to better serve the VUEs, the use of MRNs has been proposed and studied in [5]–[7], [12], [26]–

[29]. The idea of using mobile devices as relays to relay information to UEs outside the coverage of a BS it

not new. Mobile devices can form mobile ad hoc network (MANET) to enable communications between

mobile devices directly without (or with limited support of) network infrastructure [30]. Nowadays,

MANET attracts more attentions due to the investigation of device-to-device (D2D) communications

in the next generation mobile communication systems [31]–[33]. The mobile commutation system can

benefit from mobile device enabled relaying in several different ways. For example, with the approach

in [34], using nomadic network formed by randomly parked vehicles to relay data from BSs to UEs,

significant energy savings can be achieved. Other relevant studies show that by using D2D enabled

relaying in mobile communication systems, the coverage of a cellular network can be extended, the

network capacity can be improved, and the outage probability of the communication can be reduced

[32], [33], [35]–[37]. Interference management in MANET is very challenging. In a MANET without

central control nodes, interference management based on power control or coordination among different

nodes can only be done in a distributed manner [38], which usually leads to local or suboptimal solutions.

If a central control node is available, more effective interference and resource management algorithms can

be implemented, and therefore, MANET can bring in more gains to the current mobile communication

systems. For example, studies in [36], [39], [40] show that with effective interference management and

resource allocation methods, a mobile communication system can benefit in various ways by using D2D

enabled communication underlying the coverage of a BS. However, MANET has limited support for high

mobility users. Since the topology of a MANET may change very fast, it may not always be possible

to find available nodes to relay the information. As pointed out in Section III, complicated inter-cell

interference is one of the biggest factors that limits the performance gains that can be obtained through

the of using MNs. Therefore, in an interference limited scenario with high mobility users, e.g., to serve

VUEs in a densely deployed urban scenario, the MANET solutions cannot be directly applied.
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Previous studies show that by using MRNs, in a coverage limited scenario [6], [7], [11] or scenarios

with insignificant interference [12], [27], [28], both the QoS of VUEs and the system throughput can be

significantly improved. From a system perspective, several architectures have been proposed and compared

in order to deploy MRNs to the current mobile systems in [5], [8]. Moreover, it is identified that the

backhaul links are the bottleneck to further improve the performance of MRNs [11], [28]. Compared

to regular UEs, MRNs have less constraints in terms of transmit power and transceiver complexity, and

thereby, more antennas and advanced signal processing algorithms can be used at MRNs to further boost

the performance. In [41], [42], it is shown that by using so-called predictor antennas mounted on top

of a vehicle, reliable CSI for backhaul links of MRNs can be obtained to support various multi-antenna

operations. Therefore, the throughput of backhaul links of MRNs can be significantly improved. In [29],

the energy efficiency aspects of using MRNs are studied, which shows that the energy consumption of

the network can be reduced by using MRNs, when compared to serving the VUEs directly from the

macro BSs. The mobility management aspects of MRNs have been studied in [8], [12], [43]. In [12], a

generalized framework to optimize the parameters related to the handovers with MRNs was proposed.

In [43], it is shown that by using MRNs on high speed trains, the number of ping-pong handovers, and

handover failures can be significantly reduced.

In the EU 5G project METIS, based on the study of MRNs, the concept of MNs has been developed

and integrated as a part of the METIS 5G system concept [44]. In METIS, the concept of MNs not only

covers mobility-robust high-data rate communication links for VUEs, but also includes flexible demand-

driven network deployment. The MNs are also envisioned to provide low-latency services for road safety

and traffic efficiency [44]. In order to understand the impacts of deploying MNs to an ultra-dense urban

HetSNets scenario, in this study, we evaluate the performance of MNs within the HetSNets framework

defined by METIS. In the next section, we describe the detailed METIS setup to provide a background

for the performance investigation of MNs.

III. SYSTEM MODEL FOR MOVING NETWORKS

We consider the downlink of a densely deployed mobile network in a typical urban setup, which is

developed and used in the METIS project [14]. To facilitate the comparisons of different schemes, based

on the Madrid grid model, an abstract and simplified deployment model is suggested by METIS, as

shown in Fig. 1, where heterogeneously deployed macro and micro BSs are considered. In this study,

we consider the calibration deployment given in [14, Table 3.7], where macro BSs offer basic coverage,

and micro BSs are used for capacity-demanding applications and local coverage. A macro BS has three
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Bus, 20 meters by 2 meters
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Figure 1. Simplified Madrid grid model with a heterogeneous deployment of macro and micro BSs. In the baseline scenario,

macro and micro BSs operate at different frequency bands. The SINR level from the strongest serving macro sector or micro

station are also shown on the streets. The detailed parameters used for this plot are given in Section VII.

sectors, and transmits at the 800 MHz band with a 20 MHz bandwidth. Each micro BS has two sectors,

and transmits at the 2.6 GHz band with an 80 MHz bandwidth. We assume a general scenario that an

MN is deployed on a public transportation vehicle, e.g., a bus or a tram. Following the 3GPP convention,

we name the link between an MN and a macro BS as the backhaul link, and the link between an MN

and its VUEs as the access link, respectively. The backhaul of the MN communicates with a macro
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Sector 2Sector 1

Macro BS, 3 sectors

Micro user 

(micro UE)

Micro BS at street 

level, 2 sectors

Moving network serving users 

in a vehicle (VUEs)

Desired signal at frequency band 1

Desired Signal at frequency band 2

Interfering signal at frequency band 2

Interfering signal at frequency band 1

Backhaul link of MN

Access link of 

MN

Macro access link

Micro access link

Inter-cell interference from 
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Inter-cell interference to micro 

users from neighboring micro 

sectors and access links of MNs

Inter-cell interference to 

access links of MNs from 

micro sectors

Outdoor Macro user  

(macro UE)

Figure 2. Illustration of desired and interfering signals. Macro and small cells are operating at different frequency bands. Macro

UEs and backhaul links of MNs are subject to the inter-cell interference from neighboring macro sectors. Micro UEs are subject

to inter-cell interference from neighboring micro sectors, and potentially the interference from the access links of nearby MNs.

Access links of MNs suffer from interference from nearby micro sectors.

BS sector at 800 MHz, and the access link operates at 2.6 GHz to serve the users inside the vehicle.

Public transportation vehicles enter each street through a Poisson process with an inter-arrival time of

two minutes, and a fixed velocity of 50 km/h. [14, Sec. 9.2]. Since the backhaul links and access links

operate at different frequency bands, in this work, we assume that MNs work in a full duplex mode.

The inter-cell interference experienced by the backhaul links of MNs is very similar to the inter-cell

interference faced by the VUEs, if the VUEs are served directly by macro cells. Therefore, some of

the traditional ICIC schemes, e.g., the use of ABS (See Section IV), can be directly applied. With the

introduction of MNs to a mobile communication system, the use of MNs brings in more opportunities

to better serve the VUEs, but it also brings in more challenges. Preliminary studies in METIS show that

without using any ICIC schemes or interference cancellation, there are limited gains of using MNs to

serve VUEs in densely deployed urban scenarios [45, pp. 33], since the MNs are operating mostly at the

same interference limited scenario as regular outdoor UEs. This is discussed in more details in Section

III-A. Therefore, how to alleviate the impact of inter-cell interference becomes an important issue for
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the use of MNs in a densely deployed urban scenario. Unlike the regular UEs, MNs are less constrained

by size, power, and transceiver complexities, and therefore more antenna elements can be deployed and

more advanced signal processing schemes can be implemented at the MNs to combat the interference. In

Section V, we present the use of multi-antenna techniques at the backhaul receivers of MNs to combat

the inter-cell interference.

Furthermore, if we just simply treat an MN as a regular UE with high data rate demand, and do not

consider the QoS of each of the individual VUEs served by the MN, the scheduler at the BSs may not

allocate enough resources to the MN. This is because the scheduler at the BSs needs to ensure fairness

among different UEs sharing the same time and frequency resources. Therefore an unfair situation may

be faced by the VUEs. Hence, in this study, we regard an MN as a super user that aggregates the traffic

from all the VUEs it serves. Thus, when we design the scheduling algorithm, the number of VUEs served

by an MN has to be taken into account. We analyze this problem further in Section III-B.

In this study, we consider an orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) based system

which is the multiple access technology for the existing LTE-A systems. Corresponding parameters such

as the sub-carrier spacing, the physical resource block (PRB) size, the subframe length, the modulation

and coding schemes, and the link adaptation constraints that are defined in the frequency division duplex

(FDD) LTE-A specifications are adopted throughout the paper. As the current FDD LTE-A system supports

a maximum 20 MHz bandwidth for a specific carrier frequency, we consider an intra-carrier aggregation

configuration for the 80 MHz bandwidth used by the micro cells. A PRB, which consists of 12 sub-

carriers, and has a duration of 0.5 ms, is the basic unit of resource allocation for a user in an LTE-A

system. In most of the cases, the channel coherence bandwidth and time are much larger than the size

of a PRB. Thus, we can assume frequency flat fading channel within a PRB.

A. Interference identification for MNs

As demonstrated in [7], [11], in a noise limited system, MNs can improve the QoS of vehicular UEs,

as backhaul links of MNs have better propagation conditions and an MN can circumvent VPL. In an

ultra-dense urban scenario, however, situations are very different for both the backhaul links and access

links of MNs, particularly due to different central frequency propagation environments and bandwidth.

Fig. 2 illustrates the interference situations for different users. There is no interference between macro

and micro cells, as they operate at different frequency bands. Macro users and the backhaul links of MNs

experience interference from neighboring macro sectors. Micro users are subject to interference from

micro sectors close by and the access links of MNs. A vehicular user can be interfered by micro cells,
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and potentially interfered by the access links of other close by MNs.

Fig. 1 plots the SINR that an outdoor user experiences in the considered Madrid grid set up assuming

the user always associates to the strongest cell (5 dB CRE is considered for the micro cells, and detailed

parameters used for the plot are given in Section VII). As we can see from the SINR plot, in an ultra-

dense urban scenario, due to inter-cell interference, the SINR can still be low, even when a user is close

to a BS, e.g., between macro sector 2 and sector 3. The same situation applies for the MNs. Although,

MNs can circumvent VPL and improve the SNR at the VUEs, in a densely deployed scenario, the severe

inter-cell interference has a noticeable impact on the received SINR. To illustrate this, for the deployment

scenario as in Fig. 1, Fig. 3 shows an example of the SNR and SINR cumulative distribution function

(cdf) at the backhaul links of MNs and the VUEs when the VPL is 15 dB. Compared to the case when

VUEs are directly served by macro cells, the SNR is much improved via MNs due to better propagation

conditions, and the circumvention of VPL. On the other hand, SINR is only slightly improved due to the

use of MNs. Although the desired signal strength can be improved at the backhaul antennas, they are

also subject to significant inter-cell interference. Furthermore, different from the traditional hexagonal

cell deployment model, in a Madrid grid model, interference situations experienced by the receivers are

more complicated due to urban canyon effects, and may degrade the SINR observed at an MN.

The access links of MNs are assumed to transmit at the same frequency bands as the micro BSs.

Although micro BSs transmit at much lower power than the macro BSs, the interference they bring to

the access links of MNs is still significant. This is because, micro BSs are densely deployed at street level

(around 80 meters apart from each other in the Madrid grid baseline case), and in the worst scenario, the

access link of an MN can be subject to the interference from several micro BS sectors at the same time.

As shown in Fig. 4, without interference coordination methods, even though the available bandwidth of

the access links of MNs is large, the access links of MNs may not always accommodate the traffic from

their backhaul links.

Therefore, in order to improve the performance of VUEs served via MNs, we have to alleviate the

impact of inter-cell interference, both for the backhaul and the access links of MNs. The methods used

to improve the performance of backhaul links are discussed in Section IV and V, while the ICIC scheme

used to protect access links is given in Section VI.

The access links of the MNs might also cause interference to each other. However, in the scenario that

we consider in this study, the interference between the access links of the MNs has negligible impact

on the throughput at the VUEs. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, the access links of MNs

just need to accommodate the traffic from their backhaul links. Because of the relatively large bandwidth
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Figure 3. SNR and SINR plot of VUEs at 15 dB VPL. The detailed parameters used for this plot are given in Section VII.

compared to the backhaul links, and short distance (around 5 to 10 meters) between the access link

antennas and the VUEs, high transmit power is not needed at the access links of MNs. Secondly, the

interference generated by the access links of an MN is attenuated twice by the VPL, both from its own

vehicle and from the other vehicles. We have observed similar effects in our previous studies in [12],

[28], which show that the vehicle itself can help to reduce the impact of co-channel interference. This

is very beneficial from a system perspective, as the frequency can be reused more efficiently. Therefore,

in this work, we do not consider any interference management scheme between the access links of the

MNs.

B. Fairness between regular UEs and VUEs

Besides the study of different ICIC schemes that can be used for MNs, our study also aims at improving

the performance of VUEs without sacrificing the fairness between VUEs and regular outdoor UEs. We use

proportional fairness (PF) based resource allocation to ensure a balance between system throughput and

fairness among all the users [46]. We assume a full buffer traffic situation as well as the same priorities
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Figure 4. An example for the throughput cdf of an MN without ICIC in micro cells. The schemes used for MN backhaul is

MRC combining with 4 antenna, and the VPL is at 15 dB. The detailed parameters used for this plot are given in Section VII.

for all the UEs, i.e., VUEs, macro UEs and micro UEs. Furthermore, in this study, each MN is regarded

as a super user that aggregates the data traffic of all its VUEs. In this section, we briefly describe how

to modify the PF scheduler to integrate the MNs and their VUEs into the scheduling decisions.

In a network without MNs, the throughput of Nu users is proportional fair [46], if it maximizes the

following objective function

f1 =

Nu∑
u=1

log (s (u)) , (1)

where s (u) , (u = 1, 2, ..., Nu), is the average throughput of the uth user. Note that in an OFDMA

system, the minimum scheduling granularity is given by a PRB. Without loss of generality, we use

b (l, m, u) to denote the scheduling decision for the uth user in mth PRB in the lth subframe, i.e.,

b (l, m, u) =

1, if user u is assigned at (l, m)

0, if user u is not assigned at (l, m)

.

In a general case, b (l, m, u) is determined by a PF scheduler as follows [47], [48]. First, for each user u,

its throughput at mth PRB in the lth subframe is calculated as r (l, m, u). Based on the SINR information,

there are several ways to calculate the throughput r (l, m, u), e.g., look-up tables or variations of the

Shannon capacity equation [49], [50]. In this study, we use the SINR look-up table method [50]. Then,
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a user u∗ is selected at (l, m) as

u∗ (l, m) = arg max
u∈{1, 2, ..., Nu}

(
r (l, mu)

µ (l, u)

)
, (2)

where µ (l, u) is the average throughput of user u, which is updated in each subframe as

µ (l + 1, u) = (1− ε)µ (l, u) +
ε

M

M∑
m=1

r (l, m, u) b (l, m, u) . (3)

In (3), M is the total number of PRBs in each subframe, and 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 is an averaging constant, which

is usually set to 0.5 [47]. Finally, the resource assignment is determined as

b (l, m, u) =

1, if u = u∗ (l, m)

0, otherwise
. (4)

When the MNs are introduced into the system, to ensure fairness between VUEs and macro UEs, the

PF scheduler needs to be modified in order to take the aggregate traffic carried by the MNs into account.

As mentioned before, we treat an MN as a super user that aggregates the traffic of all the VUEs it serves.

The MNs whose backhaul links are served by macro cells share the same resources as macro UEs. Since

several VUEs are served by one MN, the throughput of the MN backhaul link needs to be scaled by

the number of VUEs that it serves. Otherwise the backhaul link of an MN will not get a fair scheduling

assignment. Let there be a total of Nm MNs in the system, and let iv denote the number of active VUEs

on each MN, where v = 1, 2, ..., Nm. Then, as opposed to using (1), the objective function of the PF

scheduler is modified as

f2 =

Nu∑
u=1

log (s (u)) +

Nm∑
v=1

log

(
s (v)

iv

)
, (5)

where s (v) , (v = 1, 2, ..., Nm) is the average throughput of the backhaul link of the vth MN. In this

study, the number of active VUEs served by an MN is a uniformly distributed discrete random variable,

with iv ∼ U(1, 50), where U denotes uniform distribution. The difference between (1) and (5) is that

the traffic of the backhaul link of each MN is averaged by the number of its VUEs. The scheduling

algorithm involving MNs and the time domain ICIC scheme is described in Section IV-B.

As mentioned before, in an interference limited scenario, certain users at the cell edges are subject to

strong interference from neighboring cells. Although PF scheduling is a way to achieve a balance between

user fairness and system throughput, it cannot alleviate the impact of interference. In the following

sections, we discuss the use of both time domain methods and multi-antenna solutions to alleviate the

impact of interference, and PF scheduling is used together with these schemes to ensure fair resource

allocation among all the UEs.
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Figure 5. An example of frames with ABS configurations and scheduling restrictions at different macro sectors. Frames with

solid colors are ABSs. We use sector 1 as an example to demonstrate scheduling restrictions.

IV. TIME DOMAIN INTERFERENCE COORDINATION FOR BACKHAUL LINKS OF MNS

As mentioned in Section II, the use of ABSs is standardized in 3GPP to protect victim UEs that are

subject to excessive co-channel interference. The ABSs can be configured both by macro or micro cells,

and different ABSs patterns and density can be configured by each individual cell to offer various levels

of protection to UEs influenced by co-channel interference [16, Chp. 31] [22]–[24]. There are several

benefits of using ABSs. Firstly, it is standard compliant. Secondly, it can be combined with other existing

ICIC methods, e.g., frequency reuse, power control or various multi-antenna solutions.

As mentioned in Section III, we consider a macro BS that has three sectors. Three types of macro

UEs are identified in the system. The first group of UEs have high SINR values, which means they are

in the cell center, and are less affected by inter-cell interference. We label this group of UEs as type 1.

The second group of UEs experience higher interference from one of the macro BS sectors, i.e., the

interference power from one sector is much larger than the other interfering sector. We label this group

of UEs as type 2. The third group of UEs experience similar interference power from both interfering

sectors. We label this group of UEs as type 3. Obviously, type 2 and type 3 UEs need to be protected

from interference.

Fig. 5 shows an example of the ABS configurations of the three sectors of a macro BS. Scheduling

restrictions can be applied to achieve different levels of protection for the UEs. Recall that, the idea of

the scheduling restriction is to restrict the UEs that are in good channel conditions to the non-protected

subframes, so that more resources can be made available for the victim UEs. To be more specific, the

protected resources are reserved for victim UEs that are subject to strong inter-cell interference. However,

these victim UEs can also be scheduled in the non-protected subframes, if there are available resources
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and/or the throughput of one of the protected resources is too low to maintain a good fairness among the

UEs. Therefore, type 1 UEs are not subject to interference, so they are strictly scheduled in the unprotected

subframes. Type 2 UEs are restricted to subframes where their dominant interferer is muted (recall that

one significant interferer is observed by a type 2 UE), and where the subframes are unprotected. No

scheduling restrictions are applied to type 3 UEs.

Therefore, two questions need to be answered for the use of the time domain ICIC method: 1) how to

configure the number of ABSs for each macro BS sector, and 2) how to classify the UEs, and schedule

them to achieve a balance between maximum protection for the victim UEs and the system throughput.

Previous studies show that even in simplified setups, joint optimization of these two problems is very

difficult [23], [47], [51]. Next, we briefly review and discuss the possible ways to tackle these two

problems.

A. Configuration of ABSs

The ABSs patterns of each cell may be dynamically changed. For example, in LTE-A systems, the

duty cycle of ABSs can be as short as 40 ms [22] [16, Chp. 31]. However, for practical reasons, e.g.,

for obtaining traffic distribution statistics, and considering the reconfiguration overhead5, the time scales

of changing ABSs patterns could be at lest in the order of few minutes [22], [23].

When considering different scheduling algorithms, QoS constraints, and other factors, it is challenging

to obtain an optimal ABS pattern across multiple cells within a reasonable time. The ABS pattern

optimization problem is shown to be NP-hard in a multi-cell full buffer traffic scenario [23]. Previous

studies either consider fixed ABS patterns based on traffic distribution statics, or use sub-optimal solutions

based on simplified assumptions [47], [51]. In this study, we consider the use of fixed ABSs patterns

(described in the appendix). We consider two setups, i.e., 12 ABSs out of 40 frames (30%), and 15 ABSs

out of 40 frames (37.5%). In the next section, we discuss how to classify the UEs, and the criteria of

identifying their strong interferers, as well as how to incorporate the PF scheduling with the scheduling

restrictions.

B. Scheduling restriction schemes

After determining the ABS patterns of each cell, the next step is to determine how to schedule the three

types of UEs. Several criteria have been proposed in determining scheduling restrictions. In [52], [53],

5Coordination between several macro and micro cells are needed in order to configure ABSs patterns.
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cell edge UEs and cell center UEs are scheduled in protected and non-protected resources, respectively. In

[47], scheduling restrictions are applied based on the channel quality differences between protected and

non-protected resources. In our study, we apply the generalized method in [47] to classify the three types

of UEs. The framework proposed in [47] takes several factors into account, e.g., user distribution and the

ratio between protected and non-protected resources, to decide how to apply the scheduling restrictions.

While in [47] only two cells are considered, the method can be easily extended to our scenario by

applying pairwise comparisons. Next, we briefly introduce the method used in [47], and discuss how to

use it to determine the three different types of UEs in this study.

We begin with the two-cell setup, and we use macro BS sector 1 as an example. The user sets for macro

UEs and MNs are M , {1, 2 ..., Nu} and V , {1, 2 ..., Nm} , respectively. In total, N = Nu +Nm

devices connect to macro BS sector 1, and the interference is from macro BS sector 2. The macro BS

sector 2 configures ABSs patterns, and macro BS sector 1 makes the scheduling decisions accordingly.

From the perspective of BS sector 1, we define two sets of PRBs, i.e., protected PRBs Rp and non-

protected PRBs Rnp. Denote the total number of protected PRBs as Bp = |Rp|, and the total number of

non-protected PRBs as Bnp = |Rnp|, where | · | is the cardinality of a set. With scheduling restrictions,

users served by BS sector 1 can be partitioned into three sets: S1 = {users only scheduled in Rp} ,

S2 = {users only scheduled in Rnp} , and S3 = {users can be scheduled both in Rp and Rnp} .

As mentioned in Section III-B, the throughput of the backhaul links of MNs needs to be scaled by the

number of VUEs that it serves. Therefore, for device n, its throughput at mth PRB in the lth subframe

is calculated as

r (l, m, n) =

r (l, m, u) , n ∈M
r(l,m, v)

iv
, n ∈ V

, (6)

where r (l, m, u) , (u = 1, 2, ..., Nu) and r (l, m, v) , (v = 1, 2, ..., Nm) are the throughput of the

uth macro UE and the backhaul link of the vth MN at mth PRB in the lth subframe, respectively. The

number of VUEs served by the vth MN is iv. The PF scheduler at BS sector 1 is restricted to the subset

of users, i.e., (S1 ∪ S3) and (S2 ∪ S3) . The PF scheduling algorithm can be applied with the following

modification to the user selection method:

n∗ (l, m) =


arg max

n∈(S1∪S3)

(
r(l,m, n)
µ(l, n)

)
, if (l, m) ∈ Rp

arg max
n∈(S2∪S3)

(
r(l,m, n)
µ(l, n)

)
if (l, m) ∈ Rnp

,

where µ (l, m) is updated as given in (3) with the instantaneous rate calculated by (6).
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In order to apply the scheduling restrictions for the PF scheduling, we have to properly partition the

users. It is shown in [47] that at most one user can be in set S3. Let s (n) denote the average throughput

of device n, with scheduling restriction, our objective function of a PF scheduler becomes

g =

N∑
n=1

log (s (n))

=

N∑
n=1

log

(
1

LM

(
rp (n) bp (n) + rnp (n) bnp (n)

))
(7)

where L is the total number of subframes where rp (n) and rnp (n) are observed. In this study, we set

L as the number of subframes in one ABS duty cycle. Moreover, rp (n) and rnp (n) are average rate of

the device n over Rp and Rnp, respectively. Moreover,

bp (n) =
∑

(l,m)∈Rp

b (l, m, n) , (8)

bnp (n) =
∑

(l,m)∈Rnp

b (l, m, n) . (9)

The detailed solution on how to maximize the proportional fairness metric in (7) in a two cell setup

is given in [47]. Next, we shortly revisit the solution to facilitate our discussion. The main idea of the

solution is first to identify the users with large quality difference between protected and non-protected

resources, and then schedule the users accordingly.

In [47], in order to solve the problem, a function d (n) is defined as

d (n) =

∞, if n = 0

Bp

Bnp

rp(n)
rnp(n)

if n = 1, 2, ...., N

. (10)

Recall that Bp and Bnp are the total number of protected and non-protected PRBs, and rp (n) and rnp (n)

are the average rates of device n over the protected and non-protected PRBs, respectively. Therefore,

d (n) measures channel quality difference for the nth device over the protected and non-protected PRBs.

When d (n) is large, it indicates that the nth device is sensitive to the interference in the unprotected

resources and thus benefits largely from being scheduled to the protected resources. One assumption

made in (10) is that by appropriate network planning and UE association, there is no user n such that

rp(n) = rnp (n) = 0, i.e., no user has zero throughput. Furthermore, a dummy user n = 0 with d(0) =∞

is defined for mathematical correctness of the problem formulation.

The solution that maximizes (7) is given in [47], and we summarize the solution in the following

paragraph. The step by step derivations are given in the appendix of [47]. The N devices, including
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both macro UEs and MNs, are sorted descendingly according to (10), i.e., d (n− 1) ≥ d (n) , for n =

1, 2 ...., N, and 
bp (n) = Bp

λp
, bnp (n) = 0, if n = 1, ...K

bp (n) = Bp
α
λp
, bnp (n) = Bnp

1−α
λnp

, if n = K + 1

bp (n) = 0, bnp (n) = Bnp

λnp
, if n = K + 2, ...N

(11)

where K ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1} . Parameters K, α, λp and λnp are determined as follows.

G (d (K + 1)) ≤ K ≤ G (d (K)) (12)

with G (ν) = N ν
(1+ν) for ν ≥ 0, and

λp = max (G (d (K + 1)) , K) , (13)

λnp = N − λp, (14)

α = λp −K. (15)

Recall that from (4), we always have b(l, m, n) ≥ 0. Thus, (11) indicates that when bnp(n) = 0, the first

K users are scheduled in the protected resources; likewise, when bp(n) = 0, the users n = K + 2, ..., N

are scheduled in the non-protected resources. Only the (K + 1)th user can be scheduled in both the

protected and non-protected resources if 0 < α < 1, or the (K + 1)th user can be placed to either of the

two types of resources by setting α = 0 or α = 1.

As mentioned in Section III, we consider a BS with 3 sectors. Recall that three different types of

users need to be identified in order to apply the scheduling restrictions. In our study, we apply pairwise

comparison between BS sectors by using the methods briefed above to identify the three types of users.

As an example, let us consider sector 1, and suppose N1 devices are served by it. For an arbitrary device

qn1
, n1 ∈ {1, 2, ..., N1} served by sector 1, we apply the aforementioned methods twice, and compare

sector 1 with sector 2 and sector 3 alternatively. If in both cases qn1
is identified to be scheduled in non-

protected resources of sector 1, then qn1
is classified as a type 1 user. If in both cases qn1

is identified

to be scheduled in protected resources of sector 2 and sector 3, then qn1
is a type 3 user. The rest of the

users (if any) are type 2 users, that have either sector 2 or sector 3 as their dominant interferer.

V. MULTI-ANTENNA SOLUTIONS FOR BACKHAUL LINKS OF MNS

Beside the time domain methods, we can also use multi-antenna solutions to improve the received

signal quality at the backhaul links of MNs. One of the benefits of using MNs is that public transportation
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vehicles are less constrained by antenna array size or power compared to regular UEs. Thus, more antenna

elements and more advanced signal processing algorithms can be employed. In this study, we consider

a single antenna at each sector of the macro BS, and multiple antennas are used for the backhaul link

reception at the MNs. The idea of using multiple receiving antennas in wireless communication systems

has a long history [54, Chp. 20]. In practice, depending on whether CSI from the interferers can be

obtained, different schemes can be applied to improve the received SINR [54, Chp. 20]. In this study,

we consider two cases, i.e., maximum ratio combining (MRC), and SINR maximization by interference

suppression.

A. Maximum ratio combining

If only the CSI of the desired signal can be estimated at each of the antennas at the receiver, MRC

can be used to combine the desired signal from each antenna at the receiver constructively to maximize

the desired signal power. An MRC receiver is optimal in terms of SNR, i.e., it maximizes the output

power of the received desired signal [55]. The received signal consists of the desired signal, interference

signal, and thermal noise. Suppose the receiver is equipped with p antennas. In a frequency flat fading

case, e.g., within a PRB, at time k, if we have NL interferers, the received signal can be expressed as

yk = hk xk +

NL∑
j=1

hj, k xj, k + nk,

where y is a p × 1 column vector that contains the received signal at each antenna, xk is the desired

signal, and xj, k is the interfering signal from the jth interferer. Moreover, hk and hj, k represent the

desired and jth interfering signal propagation vectors, respectively, and nk is the thermal noise. We

assume that the desired signal and interfering signals are uncorrelated.

At the receiver, let wk be a vector that contains the weight applied at each antenna at time k. Then

the combined signal at the MN is given by

zk = wH
k yk = wH

k hk xk +

NL∑
j=1

wH
k hj, k xj, k + wH

k nk, (16)

where (·)H denotes the complex conjugate transpose. The MRC solution that maximizes the desired signal

power uses the combining weights as w∗k = hk, which yields the following instantaneous output SINR

at the MN

γk =
| hH

k hk |2

|
∑L

j=1 h
H
k hj, k xj, k + hH

k nk |2
. (17)

From (17) we can observe that, although at a given time the output power of the desired signal is

maximized, the SINR is not maximized due to the presence of the interfering signal. However, if no
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CSI from the interferers can be obtained, MRC is the optimal solution to maximize the received desired

signal power.

B. SINR maximization by interference suppression

As mentioned before, MRC combining is optimal in terms of SNR; however, we can do better if the

phase and amplitude of the interferers can also be estimated. If CSI from the interferers can be obtained,

we can exploit the multiple antennas at the receiver to suppress the interference signals, and thereby

maximize the output SINR. This scheme falls into the category of interference rejection combining

(IRC) [56] [57, Chp. 10].

From (16), we can obtain the received SINR with some arbitrary weight vector wk as

γk =
wH
k hk h

H
k wk

wH
k

(∑L
j=1 h

H
j, k hj, k + R

)
wk

,

where R is the noise covariance for the receiver antennas, same for all k. Thus, if we know hj, k, we

can obtain the optimal weight that maximizes the SINR by solving

w∗k = arg max
wk

wH
k hk h

H
k wk

wH
k

(∑L
j=1 h

H
j, k hj, k + R

)
wk

. (18)

The optimal weight problem (18) is a generalized eigenvalue problem, and the optimal weight is given

as [56]

w∗k = EIGmax

 L∑
j=1

hH
j, k hj, k + R

−1 hk hH
k

 ,

where EIGmax (·) denotes the dominant eigenvector of a matrix6, and we assume that antenna noise is

independent among the antenna elements, i.e., R = σ2n Ip×p, where σ2n is the noise power at each antenna,

and Ip×p is the identity matrix of size p.

As an example, Fig. 6 compares the cdf of SINR at the backhaul links of MNs. As we can see from

the figure, the IRC gives the best result as expected, since it maximizes the SINR. Regarding the use of

ABSs and MRC, compared to the case without using any ICIC scheme, the SINR at the receiver is also

improved. The MRC scheme improves the performance in the low SINR region, but since MRC cannot

remove the interference, in an interference limited scenario, the general performance of it is not as good

as the other two schemes. Section VII provides more detailed system level evaluation results.

6A dominant eigenvector is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of the biggest absolute value.
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Figure 6. The cdf of SINR per PRB of the backhaul links of MNs. For MRC and IRC, 4 antennas are used at the receiver.

The detailed parameters used for this plot are given in Section VII.

VI. INTERFERENCE COORDINATION FOR ACCESS LINKS OF MNS

Since the access links of MNs are operating at the same frequency bands as the micro cells, as discussed

in Section III-A, the access links need to be protected in order to accommodate the traffic from their

backhaul links. We consider to configure ABSs at the micro cells to alleviate the interference problem that

they cause to the access links of MNs. There are two ways to configure the ABS patterns for the micro

cells: 1) each micro cell configures its own ABSs pattern, or 2) the micro cells in a given area use the

same ABS pattern. Recall that rather than maximizing the throughput of the access links, our goal is to

protect the access links of MNs, and thereby the traffic from their backhaul links can be accommodated.

Therefore, we just need to configure a minimum number of ABSs to ensure that the access links of

MNs can successfully convey the traffic from their backhaul links. However, as mentioned in Section

IV-A, the ABS patterns can only be updated in a semi-static pattern. The criteria of configuring ABS

patterns should be based on an average throughput (e.g., one or several ABS duty cycles), rather than the

instantaneous throughput of each of the links. This is reasonable, as we can assume an MN can buffer

the data from its backhaul link. As long as the buffer is big enough, the access link does not need to

instantly accommodate the traffic from its backhaul link. Moreover, we can also optimize the density and
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ABS patterns to minimize the end-to-end transmission delays.

Furthermore, while a public transportation vehicle is moving, it can pass through several micro cells

in a fairly short time. As discussed in [22], [23], the typical updating time of ABS configurations is in

the order of minutes, and therefore it is reasonable to assume that the same ABS configuration will be

used by several micro cells in a given area. In this way, not only the signaling overhead to communicate

the ABS configurations between different nodes can be reduced, but also the measurement and feedback

from the MNs to the network can be less frequent. Hence, in this study, we use the same ABSs pattern

for all the micro cells in the area given in Fig. 1.

We consider the average throughput over Nsf subframes, where Nsf is the number of total subframes

in one or several ABSs duty cycles. Our object is to configure a minimum number of ABSs in these

Nsf subframes, such that the access links of MNs can successfully convey the traffic from their backhaul

links. Let Ii ∈ {0, 1} , i = 1, 2, 3... Nsf indicate the status of the ABSs, where Ii = 0 indicates the

ith subframe is configured to be an ABS, and Ii = 1 indicates the ith subframe is not configured to be

an ABS. Therefore, for each subframe, depending whether it is configured as one of the ABSs by the

micro cells, two different rates can be observed at each MN. Let r0,i(v) be the throughput of the access

link of the vth MN when the ith subframe is configured as ABS, and r1,i(v) be the throughput of the

access link of the vth MN when the ith subframe is not configured as ABS. Then, we can formulate the

optimization problem as

max

Nsf∑
i=1

Ii

subject to

Nsf∑
i=1

(1− Ii) r0,i(v) + Ii r1,i(v) ≥ R̄ (v) , (19)

where R̄ (v) is the average throughput of the backhaul link of the vth MN during Nsf subframes. Problem

(19) is an integer linear programming problem, and if r0 (v)i, r1 (v)i and R̄ (v) are known, the solution

of (19) can be easily found [58, Chp. 11].

However, in practice R̄ (v) cannot be obtained beforehand, and r0,i(v), r1,i(v) cannot even be observed

due to the randomness of wireless channels, measurement restrictions, and feedback delays. Thus, in this

study, a reinforcement learning approach [59] is adopted to configure the ABS patterns for the micro

cells. The main idea is that we assume VUEs are primary users, and a set of ABS patterns is pre-defined

for the micro cells. Our goal is to minimize the number of ABSs used by the micro BSs in a given area,

and satisfy the average throughput requirement for the access link of the worst MN in that area.
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Algorithm 1 Configuration of the number of ABSs for the micro BSs
Step 1 Initialize the ABS configuration

1: Index all the possible ABSs configurations in ascending orders according to the number of ABSs.

2: Set all the micro BSs to use the configuration with the minimum number of ABSs.

Step 2 Update the ABS configurations

1: All the MNs in the given area feed back the measurement of their average access link throughput to the network.

2: if one of the MNs reports insufficient capacity then

3: The network identifies the index of the ABS configuration with minimum increase of the ABSs, and inform

the micro BSs to update their ABSs settings.

4: else

5: The micro BSs keep using the previous ABS configuration.

6: end if

Step 3 Re-configure the ABSs configurations (Optional)

1: if none of the MNs report insufficient number of ABSs after some minutes then

2: Set all the micro BSs to use the configuration with the minimum number of ABSs.

3: Repeat Step 2.

4: end if

First, the micro BSs in a given area choose a configuration from the pre-defined set of ABSs patterns7,

and collect feedback from the MNs in that area according to this setting. If during the measurement

time, e.g., one or several ABSs duty cycles, this setting cannot satisfy the average throughput of the

access link of the worst MN in that area, then the micro BSs choose a new ABSs pattern that offers

more protection. Otherwise, the micro BSs can lower the number of ABSs until it reaches the minimum

number that satisfy the average throughput of the access link of the worst MN in that area. Recall that

we assume MNs can buffer the data from their backhaul links. Therefore, as long as the buffer is big

enough, the initial value of ABSs pattern is reasonable, and the measurement time is relatively short,

there are no concerns about unnecessary drop of packets and excessive end-to-end delays.

The algorithm used in this evaluation is summarized in Algorithm 1. In practice, Step 3 in Algorithm

1 may be optional, as it only ensures that the number of ABSs is not set too high at the micro cells.

For example, due to the sudden increase in the number of MNs during rush hours, more ABSs may be

allocated by the micro cells, and after the rush hours when the number of MNs drops in a given area,

7The initial value can be either selected based on long-term observation, or simply set to the lowest value.
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we may need to lower the number of ABSs in order not to waste the resources at the micro cells. This

can also be achieved by using a timer at the micro cells, which will lower the number of ABSs after

a given time. We emphasize that the configuration of ABSs should not be frequent, at least not in the

order of several seconds. Thus, in practice, a small margin may be added to the minimum number of

ABSs to accommodate the sudden change of the number of vehicles or the propagation conditions. In a

larger time scale, i.e, in an order of several minutes or even hours, the micro BSs in the given area can

update the configuration of ABS patterns according to the feedback from the MNs.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we compare and evaluate the MN interference techniques discussed in earlier sections

through system level simulations. A semi-static drop based approach is adopted. The simulation area

is shown as in Fig. 1. According to calibration setups given in METIS simulation assumptions [14,

Table 3.7], we consider that macro and micro BSs are operating at different frequency bands, with

different bandwidth. In order to help the comparisons among different technical solutions, METIS provides

implementations of the pathloss and shadowing channel models for the macro sectors and micro sectors

[14]8. The METIS pathloss and shadowing modeling is based on ray tracing, and take into account

the positions of the BSs and the geometry of the Madrid grid to ensure the correct spatial property of

the channels. Therefore, as long as the position and the antenna height of a receiver is determined, its

pathloss and shadowing is also determined. As suggested by METIS, the small scale fading coefficients

are generated according to the ITU-R urban macro cell (UMa) and urban micro cell (UMi) channel

models for the macro sectors and micro sectors, respectively [14].

In order to ensure the correct statistical properties of the small scale fading coefficients, all the channel

coefficients are generated and normalized at the beginning of each drop. The coherence time of the channel

is based on the Doppler spectrum of the receivers according to their velocities. A grid based geometry

is set in the ITU-R channel models to ensure the proper coherence bandwidth. Detailed descriptions of

the ITU-R UMa and UMi channel models are given in [60]9. A non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation

condition is considered for the macro sectors, and for the micro sectors LOS propagation is considered if

the receivers are on the same street as the transmitters, otherwise the channel is considered to be NLOS.

8Software implementation of the METIS pathloss and shadowing is available at

https://www.metis2020.com/documents/simulations/, last accessed on 2015-02-01
9Software implementation of the ITU-R channel model is available at

https://www.itu.int/oth/R0A06000022/en, last accessed on 2015-02-01.
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The propagation of the interference signals between the access links of MNs are modeled in the same way

as the micro cells, but with an antenna height of 3.5 meters. Due to the size of the public transportation

vehicles, we assume that a fairly large space between antenna elements can be achieved. Therefore, at

the backhaul receivers of the MNs, independent fading are assumed both among desired signals and

between desired signals and interfering signals. As a semi-static drop based simulation approach is used,

the number of MNs on each street is first calculated based on the mobility model (see Table I), and then

the MNs are dropped uniformly on each street.

The VUEs are either served by macro BS sectors directly (baseline case), or via MNs that are formed

by their own vehicles. Due to the considered speed of the vehicle, and the size of the micro cells, VUEs

are assumed not to be offloaded to micro cells. MNs are assumed to be using full-duplex communication

with macro BS sectors and their VUEs on different frequency bands. In order to understand the impact of

the number of VUEs on board, in addition to the case of dropping VUEs uniformly on each vehicle with

iv ∼ U(1, 50), we also consider a case that each vehicle has a fixed number of 25 VUEs on board. The

expected total number of users, i.e., VUEs, macro UEs, and micro UEs are kept the same for all cases.

In the simulation, for each case, 850 drops are conducted with 40 subframes in each drop. The channel

realizations, and the positions of MNs and UEs are updated on a drop basis. The detailed parameters are

summarized in Table I [14], and the detailed ABS configurations are given in the Appendix I.

A full-buffer traffic model is considered, and we use the end user throughput as our metric. The

throughput, both for the backhaul links of MNs and end users, is calculated based on a look-up table

method according to the instantaneous received SINR [50] assuming all the information bits are correctly

decoded. Moreover, we also follow the constraints of the current LTE-A systems in terms of scheduling,

link adaptation, and modulation and coding schemes10. Details of the considered simulation implemen-

tations can be found in, e.g., [50]. In below, first, throughput performance of macro UEs and VUEs will

be investigated, followed by the throughput simulations of micro UEs.

A. Performance analysis for macro UEs and VUEs

VUEs are served directly by the macro BSs in the baseline case, and via MNs for the other cases.

An MN is regarded as a super user that communicates with macro BS sectors and aggregates traffics for

its VUEs. In the cases when ABSs are configured at the macro sectors, the same scheduling restrictions

10In the current LTE-A system, all the PRBs that are allocated to the same UE are required to use the same coding and

modulation scheme [16, Chp. 9 and 10].
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Table I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Component Configuration Parameters

Buildings and Streets 9 buildings 120 meters by 120 meters with 6 floors (3.5 meter height of each floor),

see Fig. 1.

Road width 21 meters (including sidewalks and parking lanes)

Macro BS Height: 5 meters above the top of the middle building (See Fig. 1)

Maximum transmit power (per 10 MHz): 43 dBm

Carrier: 800 MHz

Bandwidth: 20 MHz

Antenna configuration: 17 dBi gain, 3 sectors (one antenna per sector), 0º, 120º and

240º with respect to the north

Micro BS Height: 10 meters above the ground close to middle point of south and east walls

Positions: see Fig. 1

Maximum Transmit power (per 10 MHz): 30 dBm

Carrier: 2.6 GHz

Bandwidth: 80 MHz

Cell range expansion bias: 5 dB

Antenna configuration: 17 dBi gain, 2 sectors (one antenna per sector), pointing to

the main street with an angle of 20º with respect to the closest wall

Moving Network Full-duplex

Speed: 50 km/h

Height: 3.5 meters above the ground

Mobility model: public transportation vehicles enter each street through a Poisson

process with an inter-arrival time of two minutes

Maximum transmit power indoor (per 10 MHz): 10 dBm

Carrier: 800MHz for backhaul links, and 2.6 GHz for access links

Bandwidth: 20 MHz for backhaul links, and 80 MHz for access links

Antenna configuration both indoor and outdoor: single antenna, 0 dBi gain

omnidirectional antenna

Receiver noise figure: 5 dB

Outdoor UEs (Macro

UE, Micro UE)

Speed: 0 to 3 km/h

Height: 1.5 meters above the ground

Positions: uniformly randomly dropped, 50 UEs per road

Cell selection: based on received power with 5 dB CRE bias for micro cells

Receiver noise figure: 9 dB

VUEs Height: 1.5 m above the ground

Position: uniformly randomly dropped inside a vehicle.

Number of VUEs in each vehicle: 1) uniformly from the interval [1, 50]; 2) 25

VUEs per vehicle

Cell selection: 1) same as macro UEs (baseline case); 2) always connect to the MN

of their own vehicles (other cases)

Receiver noise figure: 9 dB
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and protections are applied for both the backhaul links of MNs and macro UEs, and a single antenna

is assumed for all transmitters and receivers. For other cases, only the receivers of MN backhaul links

are assumed to be equipped with multiple antennas, and no combination of using ABSs together with

multi-antennas is considered. The detailed scheduling and resource allocation methods of the macro BSs

are presented in Section IV.

Figs. 7–10, plot the throughput cdf of VUEs when the VPL is at 15 dB and 30 dB. When the VPL

is 15 dB (Figs. 7 and 8), we can observe that compared to the baseline case, the use of MNs does not

improve the throughput of VUEs, unless the IRC scheme is used for the backhaul links of MNs. This

is very sensible, as the low throughput at VUEs are mostly caused by strong interference, and the IRC

scheme can effectively maximize the received SINR by suppressing the interference. The other cases

cannot outperform the baseline case. There are two reasons for this: 1) by serving VUEs directly from

the macro BSs, we can achieve multi-user scheduling gain (not all the VUEs are necessarily scheduled

together), in addition to gains from frequency adaptive modulations. These gains overshadow the gain

of circumventing VPL by using MNs (see Fig. 3); 2) In order to minimize the signaling overhead, the

current LTE-A system requires that all the PRBs allocated to a given link in one subframe have to use

the same coding and modulation scheme [16, Chp. 9 and 10]. Under this constraint, even though the PF

scheduler allocates more PRBs to the backhaul link of an MN than to a regular UE, the gain from using

frequency adaptive modulation is limited. However, when the VPL is high, the benefits of using MNs

are more obvious. From Figs. 9 and 10, we can see that all schemes outperform the baseline case for

the cell edge VUEs, and the VUEs benefit the most from MNs when IRC is used for backhaul links of

MNs.
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Figure 8. The cdf of VUE throughput. The number of VUEs is fixed at 25 for each vehicle and VPL is 15 dB.
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Figure 7. The cdf of VUE throughput. The number of VUEs is uniformly randomly drawn between 1 to 50 for each vehicle

and VPL is 15 dB.
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Figure 9. The cdf of VUE throughput. The number of VUEs is uniformly randomly drawn between 1 to 50 for each vehicle

and VPL is 30 dB.
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Figure 10. The cdf of VUE throughput. The number of VUEs is fixed at 25 for each vehicle and VPL is 30 dB.
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Moreover, the number of VUEs on board also has impact on the system performance. When comparing

Fig. 7 with Fig. 8, and Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we notice some obvious difference in the throughput of the

VUEs. For example, in the case of having a fixed number of 25 VUEs on board, the 50-percentile of

the VUE throughput is slightly higher than the case of dropping random number of VUEs on board.

This is mostly due to the scheduling decisions, as when an MN is scheduled, all its VUEs need to be

scheduled at the same time. We have detailed discussions regarding this matter later in conjunction with

Figs. 15–18.

Figs. 11–14 plot the throughput cdf of macro UEs when the VPL is at 15 dB and 30 dB. We emphasize

that, by introducing MNs to the system, the performance of the macro UEs are not obviously impacted

unless ABSs are used as the ICIC scheme. As expected, the macro UEs have a lower throughput when

ABSs are configured, since certain subframes from macro BSs are not used. Moreover, from the figures

we can observe that different VPL values have no impact on the performance of macro UEs. This is

because the PF scheduler ensures the same scheduling opportunities for all the users. The number of

VUEs per bus, however, has some impacts on the throughput of macro UEs.
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Figure 11. The cdf of macro UE throughput. The number of VUEs is uniformly randomly drawn between 1 to 50 for each

vehicle and VPL is 15 dB.
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Figure 12. The cdf of macro UE throughput. The number of VUEs is fixed at 25 for each vehicle and VPL is 15 dB.
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Figure 13. The cdf of macro UE throughput. The number of VUEs is uniformly randomly drawn between 1 to 50 for each

vehicle and VPL is 30 dB.
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Figure 14. The cdf of macro UE throughput. The number of VUEs is fixed at 25 for each vehicle and VPL is 30 dB.

In order to gain a better insight of the different schemes, we plot the 5-percentile user throughput

versus the 90-percentile user throughput for the VUEs and macro UEs in all the cases. Different schemes

are differentiated by the shapes of the markers. The hollow ones represent the VUEs, and solid ones are

the macro UEs. Figs. 15 and 17 plot the 5-percentile versus 90-percentile user throughput for random

number of VUEs when VPL is 15 dB and 30 dB, respectively. Figs. 16 and 18 plot the 5-percentile versus

90-percentile user throughput for a fixed number of 25 VUEs on each vehicle, when VPL is 15 dB and

30 dB, respectively. From Figs. 15–18, we can observe that the IRC scheme gives the best performance

for VUEs for all cases. Both of the 5-percentile and 90-percentile throughput have improved significantly

compared to the baseline case. However, at low VPL, i.e., VPL at 15dB, compared to the baseline case,

there is no advantage for VUEs when MNs use schemes other than IRC for their backhaul links.
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VUE served directly by macro BS
Macro UE, no MN
VUE, MN with MRC
Macro UE, MN with MRC
VUE, MN with IRC
Macro UE, MN with IRC
VUE, 30% ABS Macro BS
Macro UE, 30% ABS Macro BS
VUE, 37.5% ABS Macro BS
Macro UE, 37.5% ABS Macro BS

IRC significantly improves both the 90−th percentile
and the 5−th percentile throughput for VUEs

Figure 15. 5-percentile vs 90-percentile user throughput for macro UEs and VUEs. The number of VUEs is uniformly randomly

drawn between 1 to 50 for each vehicle and VPL is 15 dB.
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VUE served directly by macro BS
Macro UE, no MN
VUE, MN with MRC
Macro UE, MN with MRC
VUE, MN with IRC
Macro UE, MN with IRC
VUE, 30% ABS Macro BS
Macro UE, 30% ABS Macro BS
VUE, 37.5% ABS Macro BS
Macro UE, 37.5% ABS Macro BS

Better 5−th percentile throughput for VUEs compared to
the case of having random number of VUEs on board

Figure 16. 5-percentile vs 90-percentile user throughput for macro UEs and VUEs. The number of VUEs is fixed at 25 for

each vehicle and VPL is 15 dB.
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VUE served directly by macro BS
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Noticeable
improvement of
5−percentile
throughput for
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IRC significantly improves both the 90−th percentile
and the 5−th percentile throughput for VUEs

Figure 17. 5-percentile vs 90-percentile user throughput for macro UEs and VUEs. The number of VUEs is uniformly randomly

drawn between 1 to 50 for each vehicle and VPL is 30 dB.
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VUE served directly by macro BS
Macro UE, no MN
VUE, MN with MRC
Macro UE, MN with MRC
VUE, MN with IRC
Macro UE, MN with IRC
VUE, 30% ABS Macro BS
Macro UE, 30% ABS Macro BS
VUE, 37.5% ABS Macro BS
Macro UE, 37.5% ABS Macro BS

Better 5−th percentile throughput for VUEs compared to
the case of having random number of VUEs on board

Figure 18. 5-percentile vs 90-percentile user throughput for macro UEs and VUEs. The number of VUEs is fixed at 25 for

each vehicle and VPL is 30 dB.
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When the VPL increases to 30 dB, the advantage of using MNs to serve VUEs becomes obvious, since

the VPL can be circumvented, and the impact of interference can be mitigated. In the case of using MNs

to serve VUEs, compared to the baseline setup, the performance of VUEs, either 5-percentile or both

5-percentile and 90-percentile throughput, is improved in all cases. The IRC gives the best performance

as expected. More specific, in the low SINR region, both the use of MRC and ABSs can improve the

5-percentile throughput of VUEs. However, the use of MRC cannot improve the 90-percentile throughput

of VUEs as the coding and modulation scheme saturate in the high SINR region (see Section. VIII).

As the use of ABSs needs to mute certain subframes from the macro cells to protect the victim UEs,

compared to the baseline case, it has obvious improvement of the 5-percentile throughput of the VUEs,

but lower throughput at the high SINR regions as expected. The IRC gives the best performance for both

the 5-percentile and 90-percentile throughput of the VUEs as expected.

Furthermore, the number of VUEs on board affects the user throughput. As an MN is regarded as

a super user that aggregates the traffic of its VUEs, if an MN is scheduled, the PRBs allocated to its

backhaul link is proportional to the VUEs it serves. Therefore, the PF scheduler has less scheduling

flexibility. The inflexibility can be easily observed from the cdf plots of the throughput of macro UEs.

When comparing Fig. 11 with Fig. 12, and Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, we can observe that the cdf curves are

less smooth in the case of having a fixed number of 25 VUEs on board. From Figs. 15– 18, we can

observe that even though the total expected number of VUEs in the system are the same, compared to

the random VUEs per vehicle, if we have a fixed number of 25 VUEs per vehicle, the 5-percentile of

the VUE throughput increases for all the cases when the VUEs are served by the MNs. But this is at a

cost of slightly lowering the throughput of the macro UEs.

B. Performance analysis for micro UEs

We configure ABSs at micro BSs to protect the access links of MNs from the interference caused by

micro BS sectors. Figs. 19–22 plot the throughput cdfs of the micro UEs. Compared to the baseline case,

i.e., VUEs served directly via macro BSs, there is a slight degradation of the micro UE throughput in

the presence of MNs. This is because due to the use of ABSs, some subframes of the micro BSs are not

used. When the VPL is 15 dB (Figs 19 and 20), the ICIC schemes that offer higher throughput at the

backhaul links of MNs have larger impact on the throughput of micro UEs. This is because more ABSs

are needed at the micro BSs to protect the access links of MNs to accommodate the traffic from their

backhaul links. The impact, however, is not very obvious due to the relatively large bandwidth of the

micro cells.
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Table II

AVERAGE ABS RATIO CONFIGURED BY MICRO CELLS

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhNumber of VUEs and VPL

Backhaul schemes
IRC MRC 30% ABS 37% ABS

Random VUEs, 15 dB VPL 0.0920 0.0813 0.0740 0.0663

25 VUEs, 15 dB VPL 0.0884 0.0848 0.0671 0.0697

Random VUEs, 30 dB VPL 0.0250 0.0250 0.0250 0.0250

25 VUEs, 30 dB VPL 0.0250 0.0250 0.0250 0.0250

When the VPL is at 30 dB (Figs. 21 and 22), compared to the baseline case, when the MNs are

introduced to the system, there is still a slight degradation of micro UE throughput, but not as obvious as

the case of VPL at 15 dB. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the interference power from micro BSs

to the access links of MNs can be much attenuated by the vehicles. Therefore, less ABSs are required

at the micro BSs to protect the access links of MNs. Secondly, at high VPL, the interference from the

access links of MNs to nearby micro UEs (see Fig. 2) can also be attenuated by the vehicles.

Moreover, at 30 dB VPL, we can observe that the considered ICIC schemes used for the backhaul links

of MNs have no noticeable differences regarding the impact on the throughput of micro UEs. This is

because: 1) the vehicle can protect the access link of an MN, as the interference can be much attenuated

by the VPL; 2) we always consider to configure the ABS patterns for the worst MN in the given area (see

Section VI), there is no noticeable difference of the required ABSs among the considered ICIC schemes.

MNs offer very good link qualities to their VUEs due to the relative short distance between their indoor

antennas and their VUEs. As all the micro BSs are muted at the same time, for any of the considered

macro ICIC schemes muting one subframe per ABSs duty cycle is sufficient for the access links of MNs

to accommodate the traffic from their backhaul links. In order to better understand the argument above,

in Table II we list the average ABS ratios for different schemes. The average ABS ratio is calculated

as the number of total ABSs averaged over the total number of subframes in all the drops. From Table

II we can observe that when the VPL is low, more ABSs are needed at micro cells, and the higher the

backhaul throughput, the more ABSs are needed. However, when the VPL is 30 dB, only the minimum

number of ABSs, i.e., 1 ABS per ABS duty cycle, is required at the micro cells. Unlike the macro cells,

the number of VUEs on board has no observable impacts on the micro UE performance.
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Figure 19. The cdf of micro UE throughput. The number of VUEs is uniformly randomly drawn between 1 to 50 for each

vehicle and VPL is 15 dB.
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Figure 20. The cdf of micro UE throughput. The number of VUEs is fixed at 25 for each vehicle and VPL is 15 dB.
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Figure 21. The cdf of micro UE throughput. The number of VUEs is uniformly randomly drawn between 1 to 50 for each

vehicle and VPL is 30 dB.
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Figure 22. The cdf of micro UE throughput. The number of VUEs is fixed at 25 for each vehicle and VPL is 30 dB.
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VIII. DISCUSSION

A. Complexity of considered schemes and potential impacts on the current LTE-A systems

In general, when introducing MNs to the current mobile communication systems, there are foreseeable

impacts on both of the air interference and the system architecture [5], [8]. Existing mobile communication

systems are expected to support MNs after certain modifications. In this section, we briefly discuss the

complexity of the use of ABSs together with scheduling restrictions at macro sectors, using multi-antenna

receivers at the MNs to enhance the backhaul link receptions, and the application of ABSs at micro cells

to protect the access links of MNs. In order to facilitate our discussion, we use 3GPP Rel-12 LTE-A

system as our baseline system.

As we can see from the discussion in Section IV-B, the proportional fairness based scheduling restriction

is very straightforward to implement, as it only involves ordering the UEs according to their channel

quality and average throughput over different protected and non-protected subframes. If there are n

devices to be scheduled, depending on the sorting algorithm employed, the complexity of the scheduling

restriction is between O (n log n) and O
(
n2
)

[61, Chp. 2].

However, in order for this scheme to work, the ABS patterns need to be exchanged between different

cells, and the average throughput of a receiver over protected and non-protected subframes needs to be

estimated. As the current LTE-A system already supports the use of ABSs, the configuration of ABSs

and exchange of ABS patterns between macro sectors will not introduce additional complexities to the

current LTE-A system. In order to apply the scheduling restrictions, based on the discussion in Section

IV, each macro sector needs to identify whether a receiver needs to be protected from one or two

interferers, or no protection is needed. According to (7) and (10), the receiver needs to feedback its

average throughput both when it is in the protected subframes, and the non-protected subframes. This

was a big challenge in the 3GPP Rel-10 and earlier LTE systems, as only one CSI feedback process

is allowed. There were no good mechanisms for a receiver to perform accurate CSI measurement over

protected subframes, especially when different combinations of muting patterns of neighboring interfering

cells need to be considered. However, in the 3GPP Rel-12 LTE-A systems, in order to support the use

of coordinated multi-point (CoMP) transmission, a set of zero-power CSI reference symbol (CSI-RS) are

standardized. The receiver can use the zero-power CSI-RS to perform accurate CSI measurement when

certain neighboring interfering cells are muted. Several CSI feedback processes can be initiated to report

different channel qualities when different muting patterns of neighboring interfering cells are applied.

Details about the configuration of zero-power CSI-RS and the feedback mechanism can be found in
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[62, Chp. 15]. Therefore, no new feedback mechanisms need to be standardized in order to perform the

scheduling restriction algorithm considered in this study. We need to emphasize that from (7) and (10),

we can see that only the average throughput is required in order to apply the scheduling restrictions.

Therefore, a receiver only needs to feedback the CSI measurement or the estimated average throughput

for different muting patterns of neighboring interfering cells once per every several subframes, e.g., one

or several ABS cycles. Therefore, only limited feedback overhead is expected. Hence, the tools offered

by the current LTE-A systems can well support the use of ABSs together with scheduling restriction

considered in our study.

As discussed in Section V, for the use of multi-antenna receivers at MNs to enhance the backhaul links,

two schemes, i.e., the MRC and IRC receivers are considered in this study. As those are schemes applied

at the receiver sides and no CSI at transmitters (CSIT) is required. Therefore, there are no impacts at the

network side. For the MRC receivers, it only needs to estimate the desired channel coefficient at each

of the antennas at the receiver. In our study, we assume perfect channel knowledge, both for the desired

and interference signals. In practical LTE-A systems, the channel estimation is usually done through

the cell specific reference signal (CRS), which is orthogonal among neighboring cells [62, Chp. 10].

Moreover, joint channel estimation and signal detection can be used to achieve fairly good performance,

e.g., the use of linear-minimum-mean-square-error (LMMSE) estimation [63], [64]. The complexity of

the channel estimation algorithm varies. If we consider Nc as the number of subcarriers in the OFDMA

system, the LMMSE channel estimator has a complexity of O
(
N3
c

)
[64], but low-complexity channel

estimation algorithms with comparable performance to the LMMSE algorithm can reduce the complexity

to O (Nc log Nc) [64]. Depending on the carrier frequency, the density of CRS in the current LTE-A

system supports accurate channel estimation for a user velocity up to 350 km/h to 500 km/h [16, Chp.

1]. Therefore, for the speed of the MNs considered in our study, the channel estimation accuracy is not

a big concern.

However, for the use of IRC receivers, not only the desired channel coefficients at each of the receiving

antennas need to be estimated, but also the knowledge of interference channels at the receiver is required.

In addition to the complexity for channel estimation, an additional complexity of O
(
N3
c

)
is introduced by

the IRC receivers due to the estimation and inversion of the channel covariance matrix for the interference

signals [65]. In practice, as discussed above, the desired channel coefficients can be easily estimated.

Regarding the channel information about the interference signals, there are various methods that can be

applied to obtain fairly good estimation. In order to understand the feasibility and performance of using

IRC receivers in LTE-A systems, in [66], [67] LTE-A system level simulations were performed. The
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results in [66], [67] show that by either using data signal based interference estimation or demodulation

reference signal (DMRS)11 based interference estimation, the channel of the interfering signaling can

be well estimated to enable the use of IRC receivers in the LTE-A system, and significant cell-edge

throughput improvement is observed by the use of IRC receivers. Therefore, the current LTE-A systems

have a good support for the multi-antenna receivers considered in our study.

It requires certain changes to the current LTE-A system to support the use of ABSs at the micro cells

to protect the access links of the MNs. As discussed in Section VI, the micro cells adjust the number

of ABSs based on the feedback of MNs. The feedback of the MNs cannot be directly made available

at the micro cells, as there are no direct connections between the MNs and the micro cells. Therefore,

it is more likely that the network needs to collect the feedback from the MNs, and then configures the

ABS patterns at the micro cells accordingly. As discussed in Section IV-A, since the update of ABSs

happens usually in the order of minutes, a slow feedback link between each of the MNs and the network

is sufficient to convey this information.

B. Limitations in the current LTE-A systems

As mentioned in Section III, in this study, we align most of our assumptions with the current FDD

LTE-A systems. In order to perform link adaptations at the BSs, the UEs need to feedback their channel

quality indication (CQI) to the BSs12. In an FDD LTE-A system, a UE can be setup to feedback CQI

every 2 ms. However, due to system load, scheduling and frame structures in the current FDD LTE-A

systems, a feedback delay between 4 ms and 10 ms can be expected [62, Chp. 11, 13]. The feedback

delay is not a big problem for low speed UEs, but it may cause problems at vehicular speeds. In [68], it

is argued that the sensitivity of the coding and modulation schemes can be adjusted, and an upper limit of

0.15 of the normalized mean square error of the CQI can be tolerated. In [68], it is further demonstrated

that the use of a Kalman filter based channel predictor can improve the reliability of the CQI feedback.

From Fig. 3, we can see that most of the UEs as well as the backhaul links of the MNs have a fairly

good SNR13, and therefore, according to the study in [68], fairly good performance of link adaptation

can be expected at the velocity of the MNs considered in this study, i.e., 50 km/h. However, this might

11Unlike CRS, DMRS is UE specific and standardized for more flexible MIMO operations in LTE-A systems [62, Chp. 10].
12Link adaptation only requires the amplitude information of the channel, and no feedback of phase information is needed
13The channel prediction is based on pilot signals from each cell, which is usually orthogonal to each other among neighboring

cells. The pilot symbols may be interfered by data symbols, but the system can boost the power of the pilot symbols for better

channel estimation and prediction [62, Chp. 11, 13].
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be a problem for higher speed. On the one hand, in the future 5G systems, if the length of the subframes

can be shortened, and the feedback delays can be further reduced, the channel predictors should be able

to support higher speed than 50 km/h. On the other hand, as MNs are less constrained by power, antenna

element size, and transceiver complexity, it is less costly to integrate more sophisticated multi-antenna

schemes and advanced signal processing algorithms to MNs compared to regular UEs. As demonstrated

in [41], [42], by using the so-called predictor antennas on top of a vehicle, reliable CSIT can be obtained

at the transmitter side to support various closed-loop MIMO schemes. This is another big advantage of

using MNs to serve VUE devices.

Our results in Section VII show that the design of the current LTE-A system limits the benefits of

using MNs. Firstly, as discussed in Section VII-A, the same coding and modulation schemes are required

for the PRBs allocated to the same user at one subframe. This limits the gains of frequency adaptive

transmission, and it has more impact on the backhaul links of MNs than regular UEs, as the number of

PRBs allocated to the backhaul links of an MN is proportional to the number of VUEs it serves, i.e.,

per-PRB based link adaptation would be beneficial [69]. Secondly, even if the SINR at the backhaul

links are improved by the use of various ICIC schemes (see Fig. 6), the throughput does not necessarily

increase. For the use of ABSs, certain macro subframes need to be muted to mitigate the interference,

and therefore, it improves the SINR statistics but the total throughput suffers from the muting of the

macro subframes. Furthermore, at medium SINR regions, the throughput saturates due to the coding and

modulation schemes used in the LTE-A system. Currently, only up to 64-QAM is used as the highest

modulation order. In the current LTE-A systems, if a single antenna is used at the BS, the throughput

saturates at 30 dB SINR [70, Chp. 5]. From Fig. 6, we can observe that by using MRC around 30%

of the PRBs at the backhaul links of MNs have more than 30 dB SINR, and if IRC is used more than

80% of the PRBs at the backhaul links of MNs have more than 30 dB SINR. Therefore, if higher order

modulation, e.g., 256-QAM can be used [70, Chp. 5], the throughput of the backhaul links can be further

improved. In order to demonstrate these two points, in Fig. 23 we plot the achievable throughput at the

VUEs when the rate at backhaul links is calculated on a per PRB basis by using the Shannon capacity

formula at VPL 15 dB, and MRC receivers are used at the backhaul links of MNs. Compared to the

case of applying LTE-A scheduling restrictions, we can observe that the improvement is obvious. Thus,

the benefits of MNs can be better exploited in future broadband wireless networks with further enhanced

capabilities.
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Figure 23. The cdf of VUE achievable throughput calculated on a per PRB basis by using the Shannon capacity. MRC receivers

are used at the backhaul links of MNs. The number of VUEs is uniformly randomly drawn between 1 to 50 for each vehicle

and VPL is at 15 dB.

C. Further works

Another concern in deploying MNs is that unwanted UEs might be attached to the nearby MNs. This

is not a big problem when the public transportation vehicle is moving at a regular speed, as the handover

criteria are not easily satisfied, unless a UE is moving parallel to the public transportation vehicle with

similar speed. However, in situations that public transportation vehicles move slowly or stops, e.g., in

traffic congestion during rush hours or when they stop to pick up passages at bus stops, this may be a

big problem. Therefore, solutions that optimize the user admission and handover criteria is also of great

importance in the future studies of using MNs. Similar ideas from the research of femto cells can be

borrowed [71], [72], e.g., an MN only admits the users that have similar mobility characteristic to itself,

or it sets a relatively higher handover margin to limit its coverage area inside the vehicle as much as

possible. In [12], we have provided a framework to optimize the handover parameters for the use of

MRN. Nevertheless, this issue requires thorough research studies.

In this study, we consider the MNs are moving in a constant speed, and they only serve the users
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inside the vehicles. However, in scenarios that MNs have relatively low mobility and high density, the

use of MNs can be extended in several different ways. For example, during traffic congestion in rush

hours, some of the public transportation vehicles may get stuck in bad coverage areas for quite a long

time. Therefore, we may consider to enable multi-hop communication among the backhaul links of MNs.

In this way, the capacity of the mobile network can be better distributed across the service area of one

or several BSs, and the vehicular user experiences may be significantly improved. Certainly there are

several challenges to support multi-hop communication among the MNs. The future 5G system offers a

good opportunity for this, especially when new low latency and high capacity air interfaces are developed.

Moreover, this is very similar to a typical MANET scenario, and therefore power control and interference

management schemes developed for MANET and D2D communication can be applied to facilitate the

multi-hop communication. Furthermore, in such scenarios, we may also consider to use the MNs to

serve the UEs that are outside the public transportation vehicles. Hence, more users can benefit from the

deployment of MNs.

Nowadays, there are commercially available solutions that use cellular network as a backhaul and

use WiFi as the access technology to provide Internet services to VUEs [7], [73]. The benefits and

limitations of using WiFi to serve VUEs are briefly discussed in [7]. As this solution is totally based

on using the existing network elements, it can be deployed very fast. Moreover, advantages, such as

eliminating the VPL can also be realized. However, as the WiFi based solutions are usually offered by

third party companies, rather than the mobile operators, the limitations are also very obvious. As pointed

out in Section III, if a WiFi hotspot is just treated as a regular UE that has high data rate demand, it is

not certain that the fairness between VUEs and other UEs served by the same BS can be maintained.

Moreover, since WiFi is operating at the open industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands, the

interference management and channel selections for the WiFi access link are done in a distributed self-

organized manner [74], [75]. Therefore, if we would further exploit the potentials of using WiFi the

access technology to serve VUEs, better interference management schemes need to be developed for the

WiFi access links, especially in a densely deployed urban scenario where WiFi hotspots are randomly

densely deployed. Potentially a tightly operator controlled WiFi solution is required in this case.

As pointed out in [76], [77], channel modeling is very important in the study of 5G communication

systems. The EU 5G project METIS is also developing new channel models that can better serve the needs

of 5G system simulations, e.g., METIS channel models are expected to provide good spatial consistency,

which is not well supported in the current available channel models. Accurate spatial consistency is

needed to evaluate the performance of spatial techniques, e.g., multi-user MIMO, where the performance
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may be exaggerated due to non-independent fading. Before the METIS channel models are finished, the

ITU-R Uma and Umi models are suggested by METIS [14] to be used to model small scale fading. We

expect limited impacts on the results presented in this study from the new channel models that are under

development in METIS. This is because that the schemes that we consider in this study do not rely on

the use of spatial techniques. Moreover, due to the size of public transportation vehicles, low correlation

between antenna elements can be achieved. Around 18 cm distance between antenna elements is needed

at 800 MHz to achieve low enough correlations, and cross polarized placements can be used to further

lower the correlation between two antenna elements. A single antenna is considered at each BS sector,

and good enough separation are assumed between the antennas of each of the sectors. Therefore, as long

as enough separation between the receiver antennas can be achieved, we can safely assume independent

fading between each of the links. Nevertheless, when extending the study of MNs in the future research

works, especially when various spatial MIMO techniques are considered in both macro and micro cells,

the use of the newly developed METIS channel models or other channel models that provide support for

good spatial consistency should be considered.

The cost of deploying MNs on public transportation vehicles can be recouped by bringing in more

business opportunities for both operators and service providers. For example, the MNs can push person-

alized information to travelers, e.g, weather or traffic information, both to improve the customer loyalty

and potentially generate more revenue for the operators and service providers. The use of MNs can also

bring several benefits at the network side. The use of MNs is an indispensable enabler of content caching

at the BSs and context aware communication [78]–[80]. For example, at different times of the day, the

MNs can cache the commonly accessed content according to the habits of the commuters beforehand.

This not only reduces the latency, but also lessens the load at the macro cells.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In general, the use of MNs can improve the throughput at the VUEs without significantly affecting the

performance of outdoor UEs. From the results in Section VII we can see that the backhaul links are the

bottlenecks to further improve the performance of the MNs. Compared to noise limited scenarios and

scenarios with limited interference [7], [11], [12], [28], in a densely deployed urban scenario, interference

is the biggest factor that affects the performance of the use of MNs, and that is the reason why the IRC

scheme at the backhaul links of MNs gives the most gain. Compared to regular UEs, public transportation

vehicles are less constrained by power, antenna size, and transceiver complexity. Even though, in this

study we only considered to use multi-antennas at the receiver side, more advanced signal processing and
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Figure 24. Frames with ABS patterns for 3 macro sectors in the case of 30% ABS. Colored subframes are ABSs.
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Figure 25. Frames with ABS patterns for 3 macro sectors in the case of 37.5% ABS. Colored subframes are ABSs.

multi-antenna schemes, e.g., the use of predictor antennas [41], [42], can be realized at MNs to further

improve the performance of the MNs. Moreover, in the case of lacking the CSI from the interferers, the

use of ABSs can be combined with the MRC scheme. In this way, potentially less ABSs can be used,

and better performance can be expected both at the outdoor UEs and VUEs. Nevertheless, the use of

MNs is a good solution in the next generation system to improve the user experience for VUEs.

APPENDIX I

The detailed ABS patterns used for the macro BS sectors are plotted on Fig. 24 and 25. Please note,

these are only representative patterns considered in the simulations. In a practical system, some restrictions

may apply to the positions of ABSs [22]. We remark that the choice of 30% ABSs (12 ABSs out of 40

subframes) is based on the SINR distribution when no ICIC scheme is considered (see Fig. 6) and the

constraint that the number of ABSs needs to be an integer. For the 37.5% ABSs case, compared to the

30% ABSs case, 3 more ABSs are added to have stronger protection of both type 2 and type 3 UEs.

Regarding the ABS configurations for the micro cells, we initialize the first subframe as ABS for all

the micro cells. Then we follow algorithm 1. If any of the MNs report insufficient number of ABSs, one

more arbitrary subframe is added as ABS for more protection. We iterate this process until the average

throughput of the access link of the worst MN in that area is satisfied. The ABS configurations is reset

at the beginning of each drop.
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Table III: TABLE OF NOTATIONS

Symbol Meaning

b (l, m, u) The scheduling decision for the uth user in mth PRB in the lth subframe

bp (n) Total number of PRBs scheduled for device n over Rp

bnp (n) Total number of PRBs scheduled for device n over Rnp

d (n) A function that measures channel quality difference for the nth device over the

protected and non-protected PRBs

iv The number of active VUEs on the vth MN

j The index of an interferer

k The time index of received signal

l The index of a subframe

m The index of a PRB in a given subframe

n The index of an arbitrary device, i.e., either a UE or an MN, connecting to a macro cell

n∗ (l, m) The device is selected to be scheduled at the mth PRB in the lth subframe in the macro

cell

p The number of antennas equipped at the backhaul link of an MN

qn1
An arbitrary device served by macro BS sector 1

r (l, m, u) The throughput of the uth macro UE at the mth PRB in the lth subframe

r0,i(v) The throughput of the access link of the vth MN when the ith subframe in the micro

cells is configured as ABS

r1,i(v) Throughput of the access link of the vth MN when the ith subframe in the micro cells

is not configured as ABS

rp (n) The average rate of device n over Rp

rnp (n) The average rate of device n over Rnp

s (n) The average throughput of device n, which can be either a macro UE or the backhaul

link of an MN

s (u) The average throughput of the uth macro UE

s (v) The average throughput of the backhaul link of the vth MN

u The index of a macro UE

u∗ (l, m) The macro UE that is selected to be scheduled at the mth PRB in the lth subframe

continued on next page
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Symbol Meaning

xk The desired signal transmitted at time k

xj, k The interfering signal from the jth interferer at time k

n1 The index of a device served by macro BS sector 1

v The index of an MN

Bp The size of Rp

Bnp The size of Rnp

G (ν) G (ν) = N ν
(1+ν) for ν ≥ 0, a function defined to facilitate the solution of problem (7)

K A parameter used in the solution of (11), where K ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1} and

G (d (K + 1)) ≤ K ≤ G (d (K))

L The number of total subframes in which the average throughput of a device in the

macro cell is calculated

M The total number of PRBs in each subframe

N The total number of devices, i.e., N = Nu +Nm, connect to a macro cell

N1 The number of devices served by macro BS sector 1

Nc The number of subcarriers in an OFDMA system

Nm The number of MNs in a macro cell

Nu The number of macro UEs in a macro cell

Nsf The number of total subframes that average throughput target of the backhaul link of

the MNs are calculated in the micro cells

R̄ (v) The average throughput target of the backhaul link of the vth MN during Nsf subframes

α A parameter used in the solution of (11), where α = λp −K

γk The instantaneous output SINR at the MN backhaul receiver at time k

ε An averaging constant that is required in updating the average throughput of a given

device

λp A parameter used in the solution of (11), where λp = max (G (d (K + 1)) , K)

λnp A parameter used in the solution of (11), where λnp = N − λp
σ2n The noise power at each antenna

µ (l, u) The average throughput of user u

Ii Ii ∈ {0, 1} , i = 1, 2, 3... Nsf indicate the status of the ABSs at the micro cells

M The sets denotes all the macro UEs in a cell

continued on next page
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Symbol Meaning

Rp The set of protected PRBs in a macro cell

Rnp The set of non-protected PRBs in a macro cell

S1 The set of users only scheduled in Rp

S2 The set of users only scheduled in Rnp

S3 The set of users can be scheduled both in Rp and Rnp

U To denote uniform distribution

V The sets denotes all the MNs in a cell

hk The channel vector of the desired signals at each reviver antenna of an MN at time k

hj, k The channel vector of the jth interfering signal observed at each reviver antenna of an

MN at time k

nk The vector denotes the thermal noise at each receiver antenna of an MN at time k

wk The vector that contains the weight applied at each receiver antenna of an MN at time k

yk The vector that contains the received signal at each receiver antenna of an MN at time k

zk The combined signal at the output of an MN backhaul receiver at time k

R The noise covariance matrix of the reviver antennas of an MN

Ip×p The identity matrix of size p

(·)H To denote the complex conjugate transpose of a matrix

EIGmax (·) To denote the dominant eigenvector of a matrix

end
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